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Talk Outline

• Methodologies for visualization design


• Evaluation Categories


• Understanding the tool vs. understanding the processes


• Evaluation without users vs. with users


• Some tips and tricks for doing the evaluation



Why do we evaluate the visualizations?



Five Design Sheets

https://pdritsos.com/projects/FDS/



Design Study Methodology

Source: M. Sedlmair, M. Meyer and T. Munzner, Design Study Methodology: Reflections from the Trenches and the Stacks. IEEE TVCG. 2012.



Nested Model Methodology

Source: T. Munzner. A Nested Model for Visualization Design and Validation. IEEE TVCG. 2009



User-Centered Design

Adapted from: B. Shneiderman et al. Designing the User Interface, Fig. 4.1



Which evaluation methods do you know?



Evaluation Categories

Source: S. Carpendale et al. Evaluating Information Visualizations. 2008.



The aim

Understanding the tool 
• Algorithm/Technique performance — benchmarking

• Qualitative result inspection — expert evaluation, heuristics*


Understanding the processes (with users)

• Understanding environments and work practices — questionnaires, 

surveys, …*

• User evaluation methods - user experience and performance

• Reasoning — case studies

*later on, talk by Simone Kriglstein



Benchmarking
• Quantitative


• Performance comparison of a (novel) 
algorithm or technique


• Computation time, rendering speed 
(fps), memory footprint, …


• The importance of test datasets and 
their availability


• Reported using descriptive statistics Source: P. Lindstrom and M. Isenburg, "Fast and Efficient Compression of Floating-Point Data," in 
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, vol. 12, no. 5, pp. 1245-1250, Sept.-
Oct. 2006.



User Experience and Performance



Evaluating User Performance
• Gathering evidence, not proving things (mathematicians do)


• Focus on users’ effectiveness while using the system

• Used to obtain quantitative data about test participants' performance when 
they perform the tasks during usability tests

• Results are compared against baseline, automatic or competing techniques


• Hypotheses testing 

• Reported using both inferential and descriptive statistics



Hypothesis

• A precise problem statement that can be directly tested through an empirical inves7ga7on

• More focused statement that can be examined by an experiment

• The goal is to find sta7s7cal evidence to confirm or reject null hypothesis in a reliable 
fashion

• Null hypothesis (H0): There is no difference between the OLD and NEW methods. 

• Alterna5ve hypothesis (H1): the NEW method will perform beEer than the OLD method. 



Tasks
• Low-level tasks 

• Example: Given a set of data cases and two attributes, determine useful relationships between the values of 
those attributes. 

• Usually described by some task taxonomy (check Task Taxonomy for Graph Visualization)


• High-level tasks 

• Example: Due to errors in the data, several nodes may represent the same entity. For example, the co-
authorship graphs often have duplicate author nodes. Identify whether two or more nodes represent the 
same person. 

• Explorative tasks 


• More general assignment, tasks implicitly include sub-tasks and higher cognitive load (creativity)


• E.g., replicability study: Re-create this example visualization using our (shiny) tool.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Lee_beliv06.pdf


But what if you want to… … evaluate users’ experience in 
terms of user sa7sfac7on, system 
usability, learnability or others?



Likert Scales

• Statement soliciting level of 
agreement


• Gradations between responses are 
(more or less) equal


• Ordinal data => Be careful with 
averaging (median is often better)


• Even vs. odd number of options

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale



Standardized Usability Questionnaires
Ques7onnaires designed for the assessment of perceived usability, typically with a specific set of ques7ons presented in 
a specified order using a specified format with specific rules for producing scores based on the answers of respondents.  

J. Sauro, J. R. Lewis, Quan7fying the User Experience, 2016

• Post-task: SEQ, SMEQ, ER, NASA-TLX, …
• Post-study: SUS, UMUX, SUMI, PSSUQ, …
• Benefits: 

• objec7vity, replicability, quan7fica7on, economy, generaliza7on, communica7on



Post-task: Examples

• Single Ease Ques7on (SEQ) 

• Subjec7ve Mental Effort Ques7on (SMEQ)



Post-study: Examples

Ques:ons:
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be 

able to use this system.
5. I found the various func7ons in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system 

very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this 

system.

System Usability Scale (SUS) Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX) 
and UMUX-Lite

https://measuringu.com/sus/
https://help.qualaroo.com/hc/en-us/articles/360039072752-UMUX-Usability-Metric-for-User-Experience-


Case Studies
• “A detailed reporting about a small number of individuals working on their own problems in their normal 

environment”


• Case study != Usage scenario 

• Four key aspects:


• in-depth investigation of a small number of cases (often up to 5)


• examination in context (how the participant use the tool in his/her natural setting, not a lab-study)


• multiple data sources


• emphasis on qualitative data an analysis (results in validity and reliability concerns)


• Summarized feedback (feature requests, opinion of participants on the tool functions and limits and its 
applicability in their work)

 B. Shneiderman and C. Plaisant. 2006. Strategies for evaluating information 
visualization tools: multi-dimensional in-depth long-term case studies. BELIV ’06




Goals of Case Studies

• Exploration — understanding novel problems or situations


• Explanation — developing models that can be used to understand a 
context of use


• Description — documenting a system, technology use (in context) or the 
process


• Demonstration — showing how the tool was successfully used



Case Study Design

• There are four main components of a case study design:


• (research) questions — What are you interested in?


• hypotheses or propositions — What you expect to find?


• units of analysis — What are you focusing on?


• data analysis plan — Which data we collect and how to process them?



Evaluation Workflow

Preparation Execution Interpretation

Goal and method 
Data and forms 
Workflow 
Dry run

Introduction 
Demonstration 
Familiarization 
Debriefing

Data analysis 
Outcomes 
Summarization

Publication 
Research paper, 
Tech. report, …



Preparation

• Set the goal, then choose the method (with/without participants)


• Prepare data and related documents, datasets, consent forms, 
questionnaires (pre-, post-)


• Always do the pilot or dry run => identification of unexpected problems


• Make a checklist — always follow the same steps


• Get the participants



Participants

• People participating in the experiment (don’t use subjects)


• How many?


• Short answer: use the same number as used in similar research


• Too many: unnecessary work


• Too few: fail to get statistically significant results => paper reject



Execution
• Follow the checklist


• Do not change experiment design or conditions after starting it


• Use different dataset for practice trials and main experiment


• With participants:


• Get consent first, debrief participants afterwards


• Record: audio/video, mouse traces, make notes



Evaluator’s Toolbox



Within vs. Between Subjects

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/between-within-subjects/



Counterbalancing
• The effect of one condi7on ”carries over” into the next one

• Common in within-subjects designs, e.g., learning effect

• Counterbalancing = compensa7on of carryover effects

• The order of tasks or datasets used in the experiment

• (Pseudo)Randomized order — one for each par7cipant

• La:n Square: n×n array filled with n different symbols, 
occurring exactly once in each row and column (=Sudoku).

• Problem with the odd ones (from order 3)

• Solu7on (for even-ordered only) is Balanced La:n Square 

• Online generator

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~dmasson/tools/latin_square/


Consent Form

• Who you are


• What you are asking the participants to do


• What kind of data you will be collecting and 
how it will be used


• What rights the participant has


• If they will be compensated


• The participant must explicitly say "yes" to 
the consent form

Source: D. Hepting. “A New Paradigm for Exploration in Computer-Aided Visualization”. 
Dissertation thesis. Simon Fraser University. 1999.



Color Perception Test
• Shinobu Ishihara, 1917


• Ishihara plates  


• Diagnostic test for color 
perception deficiencies


• 38 plates (full set)


• Variants with 10, 12 or 24



Statistical Evaluation
Descrip:ve sta:s:cs
• Summary of a data set characteris7cs
• Mean, median, mode, standard devia7on, spread, central tendency, …

Inferen:al sta:s:cs
• Infers proper7es of a popula7on based on a sample data
• Tes7ng hypotheses and deriving es7mates
• Parametric (t-test, ANOVA) and non-parametric tests 

• Concrete methods are out of scope of this talk 
• Further reading: Sta7s7cal Methods for HCI Research

https://yatani.jp/teaching/doku.php?id=hcistats:start


Take away…
• In SciVis, InfoVis, VAST, we mostly do:


• algorithm benchmarking,  
user performance (quantitative) 


• case studies, qualitative inspection,  
user experience (qualitative)


• Contribution of real users is invaluable but also painful (involve them ASAP)


• Use methodologies and best practices from the field (learn from papers)


• Evaluation methods are similar (same) to those in HCI

Chart source: http://tobias.isenberg.cc/personal/papers/Isenberg_2013_SRP_Slides.pdf
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